
 

 

Program 
April 27th 

09:30 Welcome 

09:50 Seminar on Sharing Economy 

We start by explaining how the increasingly important Sharing Economy works and how it affects 
the general economy. Jesper Vik responsible for Business Development — Business Travel Nordic 
at Airbnb tells us about their investment in corporate travel. Rebecca Filis business developer at 
the Swedish Tax Agency presents their report on the Sharing Economy. This is followed by a 
panel discussion with Pernilla Brodén Global Category Manager Travel at SKF, Helene Holmberg 
Head of Business Development Nordic at HRG and the earlier speakers. 

10:50 Networking Break 

11:30 SBTA Annual Meeting 

12:15 Lunch 

13:30 ”What’s up?!” 

• Efficient communication and collaboration; Maria Waerland Meetings Manager at the Swedish 
Government Offices shares lessons from her scholarship. 
• The Business Traveler – Future & Needs; Marie Sandrup reports on her degree project at IHM 
Business School. 
• Feedback from the SBTA Meetings Committee• Information from GBTA on Industry Affairs and 
other topics. 

14:30  Networking Break 

15:15  Creativity through Leadership 

How can we promote and further our own and our colleagues creativity through good leadership? 
David Åberg, ”Kreativ idégivare” at Moderna Kompetenser shares his view of the journey from 
uncertainty to new products and services, working methods and everyday life. 

16:00  Business Travel Awards Ceremony 

17:00  Mingling with a surprise 

18:30  Networking dinner 

 

 

 



 

 

 

April 28th  

08:50 Introduction 

09:00 Seminar on Total Cost of Travel 

Exactly what is Total Cost of Travel and how can it actuate savings? Evaldas Darskus, Global 
Head of Travel at Swedbank, presents his Business Case and shares how he successfully pitched 
new processes and routines through Total Cost of Travel. 

09:50 Short break  

10:00  Interactive Forum 

The Interactive Forum is composed of several different activities which include prebooked meetings 
as well as ad hoc meetings, roundtable discussions and the opportunity to promote your product. 
The roundtable discussions will be centered on the followings topics: 
• End-to-end, process simplification. How is it done, where do I begin and who do I involve? 
• Policy and the Sharing Economy. 
• Rate Parity at hotels. What legislation is being discussed and what consequences will it have? 
• How can the corporations meetings be managed? Discussions regarding products and services, 
KPI’s and message. 

12:30 Thank you for today! 


